
 
February 5, 2018:  Let It Bleed 

 
Hard to imagine that as month 14 of the Lithium-ion Bull begins, there has not been one meaningful 
narrative yet utilizing the First-Generation Rock Super Group, The Rolling (Pegmatite) Stones. 

 

  
 
The Stones and the Beatles were quite competitive back in the day. John Lennon interview, age 30: 
 

"I think Mick [Jagger] got jealous," Lennon said. "I always was very respectful of Mick, of 
the Stones, but he said a lot of sort of tarty things about the Beatles, which I am hurt by, 
because I can knock the Beatles, but don't let Mick Jagger knock them. Because I just like 
to … list what we did and what the Stones did two months after, on every … album and 

every … thing we did, Mick does exactly the same. He imitates us." 
 
On a global markets basis, we’ve had so little volatility for so long that the last two weeks – with perhaps 
more to come (March Madness?) – is a healthy reminder.  
 
The Davos commentary was uniformly super-bullish – a contrarian indicator for astute short-term macro 
traders -- not me. 
 
Fantastic economic news: China 6.7% GDP, best in 7 years. US Industrial Investment – a key to enhanced 
future productivity – is soaring. Low 21% tax rates matter. Wages up.   
 
What’s good news for Main Street is bad news for Wall Street. Inflation! Higher rates!  Armageddon 
coming, buy Gold!  The Old Normal. 
 
We were overdue a pullback. Just awaiting a trigger.  Who would have guessed in lithium land that it 
would be The Beatles Revolver - The Tax Man, Chile’s Eduardo Bitran, that would shoot a few billion 
market cap off collective lithium equity market cap.  
 

Important Dates this Month 
 

February 12/13 – FMC Earnings & Conf Call – Lithium Spin-off Update? 
February 27/28 – ALB Earnings & Conf Call – Meeting volume targets? 

February 28/March 1 – SQM Earnings & Conf Call – LAC/KDR Commentary, Chile growth plan? 
Feb 26-28 -- BMO Global Mining Conference, Hollywood Florida – LAC, KDR, Piedmont others attending 



 
Let it Bleed, Side One, Song One. What Rolling Stone Magazine rates as the #1 Rolling Stones song: 

 
Gimme Shelter 

 
U2, Mick Jagger, Fergie - "Gimme Shelter"  

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 25th Anniversary Shows 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o42zmYN2_-k 

 
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/lists/100-greatest-rolling-stones-songs-20131015/i-can-t-

get-no-satisfaction-aa965-19691231 
 

Oh, a storm is threat'ning 
My very life today 

If I don't get some shelter 
Oh yeah, I'm gonna fade away 

 
The floods is threat'ning 

My very life today 
Gimme, gimme shelter 

Or I'm gonna fade away 
 
Good description for those over-long lithium Joe Battery Pack Kool-Aid drinkers. 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o42zmYN2_-k
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/lists/100-greatest-rolling-stones-songs-20131015/i-can-t-get-no-satisfaction-aa965-19691231
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/lists/100-greatest-rolling-stones-songs-20131015/i-can-t-get-no-satisfaction-aa965-19691231


 
Shelter can be found with super high-quality assets, with proven management teams in great 
jurisdictions at inexpensive valuations.  
 

 
Piedmont Lithium Site Visit, February 1, 2018 

North Carolina, United States of America 
World’s Best Located Lithium Project  

Lithium headquarters to ALB and FMC 
 

#not the Democratic Republic of Congo 
#AVZ Shareholders Should Consider PLL 

 

 
The BOSS Bruce Springsteen 

 Born To Run (Featuring Billy Joel) Rock & Roll Hall of Fame 
Madison Square Garden 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ouXdQbZjQTQ 

 
Not Investment Advice. Infotainment.  Do Your Own Research 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ouXdQbZjQTQ


 
 

Sidebar: Congratulations to all those who had the foresight and fortitude to seek shelter 
shorting ALB, the only lithium instrument you can use as a hedge in size. Down 30%!  
Seems a bit overdone in my view. But earnings disappointments have severely hurt 
stocks of late and ALB is reporting February 28. ALB stock dropped very sharply the day 
after last quarter’s earnings were announced, on heavy volume. 

 
As I stare at stocks like LAC down 45% from nowhere-near-overvalued-highs in November, I find my 
mood to be one of (I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction. Which, if I were to put it in investment terms, would 
translate into: AVERAGE DOWN. 
 

Early Stones on Ed Sullivan Show! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byn7ZUjz5DY 
 
Let it Bleed’s final song, Side Two, Song Four is my favorite. A refrain frequently narrated by me to my 8 
and 13-year old boys. One our President Donald J Trump’s used at his Inaugural Victory theme song, and 
frequently since: 
 

You Can’t Always Get What You Want  
http://fortune.com/video/2016/11/09/trump-you-cant-always-get-what-you-want/ 

 
But, if you try sometimes, you’ll find, you get what you need… 

 
Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke, briefed reporters on the new USGS report Tuesday, saying “we are 

vulnerable as a nation” because we rely so heavily on imports from China.  “The United States must not 
remain reliant on foreign competitors like Russia and China for the critical minerals needed to keep our 

economy strong and our country safe,” Trump said in a statement. 
 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2017/12/19/zinke-wants-to-expand-critical-
minerals-production-saying-we-are-vulnerable-as-a-nation/?utm_term=.fe31861cf37d 

 
On or around February 20 The Trump Administration will publish an update on “critical minerals” policy 
following Trump’s December 20 Executive Order. USA-based lithium mining & processing is critical. 

 
U.S. & Them  

 
Currently playing in Australia: Brisbane Feb 6/7, Melbourne Feb 10/11 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byn7ZUjz5DY
http://fortune.com/video/2016/11/09/trump-you-cant-always-get-what-you-want/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2017/12/19/zinke-wants-to-expand-critical-minerals-production-saying-we-are-vulnerable-as-a-nation/?utm_term=.fe31861cf37d
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2017/12/19/zinke-wants-to-expand-critical-minerals-production-saying-we-are-vulnerable-as-a-nation/?utm_term=.fe31861cf37d


 
The New New Normal 

 
When Trump says Make America Great Again, I think of graduating from the University of Michigan with 
an Economics/Politics focus as the US won the Cold War in 1990. And how a few years later, simply 
having an American passport carried prestige enough for a Broke Gen X-er to earn a decent living and 
eclectic experience in a dingy, polluted Eastern European city before Business School.  
 

 
Budapest, the “Paris of the East,” 1993 

 
Trump Prosperity. And Scandals. 

 
Clinton Prosperity. And Worse Scandals. 

 
Return of the Old Normal. The New New Normal 

 
Melt-up coming. 2019 partying like it’s 1999 

 
Another relevant lithium anthem along this long-term Journey. Bill Clinton’s 1992 Inauguration. 
 

Don’t Stop (Thinking About Tomorrow): 
 

If you wake up and don’t want to smile 
If it takes just a little while 

Open your eyes and look at the day 
You’ll see things in a different way 

Don’t stop thinking about tomorrow 
Don’t stop, it’ll soon be here 

It’ll be better than before 
Yesterday’s gone, yesterday’s gone 

 
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/videos/flashback-fleetwood-mac-reunite-for-bill-clintons-

inauguration-20130122 
 
 

https://genius.com/Fleetwood-mac-dont-stop-lyrics#note-8521009
https://genius.com/Fleetwood-mac-dont-stop-lyrics#note-8521009
https://genius.com/Fleetwood-mac-dont-stop-lyrics#note-4307828
https://genius.com/Fleetwood-mac-dont-stop-lyrics#note-4532286
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/videos/flashback-fleetwood-mac-reunite-for-bill-clintons-inauguration-20130122
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/videos/flashback-fleetwood-mac-reunite-for-bill-clintons-inauguration-20130122


 

 
 

Fleetwood MaC - Rumours 
 
Heard some gossip in North Carolina.  Will not share here. 
 
Whoever FMC’s Lithium IPO CEO is, will likely have a heavy growth-focused mindset.  
 
The new FMC will have lots of US investment bank coverage, similar to Albemarle. FMC has suggested 
they will spin off 20% initially.  The IPO will be well promoted to get a good valuation for the first 20%, 
but a super great one for the remaining 80%. Banks will be motivated and pure-play FMC Lithium will 
highly likely garner a premium valuation with high liquidity once fully spun off. 
 
RBC, who no doubt is hoping for a lead role in the IPO, suggests FMC’s Lithium Business is worth $6.6B 
 

 
 
A tad aggressive, I would say. But even if half this, at, say $3.3B would provide a good comp for upside 
potential for ORE at $1.5B presently or LAC, at now only slightly above $500M, which have similar 
production growth potential and higher margins. 
 
  



 
I wonder what they’ll name it. And have a suggestion. Lithium Corporation of America. Which was 
actually their predecessor name.  NYSE Ticker LCA. Hopefully to be often confused by robots and retail 
investors with Lithium Americas, NYSE Ticker, LAC. 
 
FMC has had a world-class producing brine asset in Argentina for 20 years. And an industry-leading 
downstream processing technology in low-tax, high-skilled, infrastructure-endowed, mining-friendly, 
gorgeous-climate North Carolina, USA.   
 
A liquid, well valued stock should create a good currency to buy or partner. Having lost its place as one 
of the “Big 3”and now in 6th place, FMC nevertheless has a strong base from which to credibly regain 
and perhaps surpass its past glory. Will the new FMC (LCA?) become one of the Consolidators in an 
industry most certainly to see more M&A?  FMC already has a relationship with Nemaska, but, like SQM, 
may likely seek additional assets/partnerships in my view. 
 
Argentina growth could be interesting. Partnering with Galaxy at Sal da Vida could make sense. They 
share the same salar, like SQM and ALB in Atacama and ORE and LAC at Cauchari-Olaroz. Would FMC, 
seeking to expand Hombre Muerto from 20K to 40K, simultaneously undertake a greenfield at Sal da 
Vida? 
 
I wonder if they may prefer taking out Lithium Americas. Think about it. FMC as 50% JV partner with 
SQM at Minera Exar. SQM’s driving the bus and FMC gets intel, but also potential constructive input.  
 
Would be interesting.  As would Ganfeng/FMC dynamic. LAC has 12.5K of very high probability Stage 2 
low cost high-margin tons of lithium carbonate – a good fit for FMC’s hydroxide growth strategy. 
 
Pure speculation on my part.   Many interesting permutations to unfold in lithium land this year and the 
next several years. 
 
At the same time, FMC might be among the Consolidated. Perhaps by the likes of a Rio Tinto, who’s Rio 
Ventures unit seems to be talking not just to and about SQM, but to virtually every lithium producer and 
developer.  Key topic at Indaba this week and in FT today is Rio and other BIG MINING swimming in cash 
with strong balance sheets. Significant dis-investment over the last few years should lead to sustained 
higher commodity prices, likely upside earnings surprises and focus on new areas for GROWTH. 

We are in the early days of cyclical upswing in broader commodities. 
 
  



 
January 2018:  Run Like Hell: Pink Floyd, The Wall 

February 2018:  The Clash:  Should I Stay or Should I Go? 
 

 



 
TSX names on balance were much harder hit than ASX listed names – both Emerging Producers and 
Advanced Developers.  I joke about one exception to this, Millennial Lithium, which is trading like an 
ASX stock. ML met their guidance and published a robust PEA, end January.  
 

 
 
Strong execution by strong managements with strong assets ultimately get rewarded by Mr. Market. ML 
spent the better part of 2017 as the most undervalued new Argentina development story. It now has 
among the highest peer valuation.  An investor in any of ML’s $1.40 placements last year, with warrants, 
have made ~5 times their money. Earlier investors, a lot more.   
 
I worked closely with Millennial from January last year and see parallels between their evolution and 
what should unfold for Piedmont Lithium in the next 6-9 months as they acquire more land, define an 
initial resource and put out what I expect should be a robust PEA.  Millennial and Piedmont both share 
Vijay Mehta as technical advisor. 
 
Piedmont announced last week a 20% increase in their land holdings, securing another 188 acres 
immediately adjacent toFMC’s past producing Hallman Beam lithium mine. The more land, the bigger 
potential resource. A sixth rig is being added as part of the current 20,000 meter drill campaign. 
 

 
Drill Baby Drill !   

Piedmont #Lithium Nirvana with @sdmoores of Benchmark Mineral Intelligence  

“This land acquisition is highly-strategic because the property is located on-trend and immediately south 
of the historic Hallman-Beam mine, one of the world’s largest sources of lithium from the 1950s to the 
1990s. In combination with 57 adjacent acres we already control, we now have a 245-acre package 
which could serve as a second core mining area for the Company, possibly enabling us to significantly 
increase the size of our lithium project. Our geologists are excited about the prospects on the new land 
and will be designing a drill program in the near future.” – Keith Phillips, Piedmont CEO 

https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_8424423df26e01683552b8128385953e/piedmontlithium/db/33
6/2360/pdf/01.31.18+Piedmont+Lithium+Expands+Land+Position.pdf 

https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_8424423df26e01683552b8128385953e/piedmontlithium/db/336/2360/pdf/01.31.18+Piedmont+Lithium+Expands+Land+Position.pdf
https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_8424423df26e01683552b8128385953e/piedmontlithium/db/336/2360/pdf/01.31.18+Piedmont+Lithium+Expands+Land+Position.pdf


 
 
Orocobre, Mineral Resources and Kidman were standout Emerging Producers.  
 
Critical Elements has been under heavy selling pressure since they terminated their off-take 
arrangement with German partner HELM. 
 
Exploration play AVZ Minerals which hasn’t done anything except be 2 months late to start drilling, 
amidst the following headlines which hit stocks like Katanga and Ivanhoe Mines… 
 

 
 
...continues to astonish with its retail support. 
 
AVZ market cap of USD 431 for 60% of their project equates to USD 725 for Manono Kitolo, a very early 
stage lithium exploration story. That’s more than Kidman, a Tier One project in a Tier One country with a 
Tier One joint venture partner with 50+ year mine life and growing.  And Altura, a few months from 
commissioning and cash flow. And most of the other far more probable projects on that scoreboard. 
 
I’m making good on my New Year’s Resolutions with visits the week of February 11th to WA lithium 
mines and others in Perth. Fantastic timing to go through this flagship publication from AMEC outlining a 
vision beyond simply spodumene and DSO exports, a stategy SQM is aggressively pursuing with Kidman. 
 

https://amec.org.au/Public/Media/AMEC_Publications/A_lithium_Industry_in_Australia.aspx 
 

 
Neal Simon for U.S. Senate! 

Another New Year’s Resolution. 

Please support my friend since age 5 in his quest for US Senate seat in Maryland! 

 
http://www.nealsimon.com 

 

https://amec.org.au/Public/Media/AMEC_Publications/A_lithium_Industry_in_Australia.aspx
http://www.nealsimon.com/


 
Re-assessing Lithium Equity Value 

 
How much are these things really worth? 

 
In aggregate, almost certainly a lot more in a few years as collective lithium EBITDA grows in line with 4-
5X LCE production growth from 200K to 800-1,000K over the next 5-10 years. And with pharmaceutical-
like 50-75% margins! 
 
The Lithium narrative, or should I say the China-dominated Energy Storage theme, is not principally a 
Climate Change or Global Warming one. It is an anti-pollution one. Air Pollution causes lung cancer.  

 
I see lithium as part of a cure for lung cancer. Biotech public venture capital. Brand name Big Cap 
development partners (eg. SQM/LAC, SQM/KDR, MIN/NMT).  Marketing/Distribution partners like 
Ganfeng.  And, in the not too distant future I suspect, 100% acquisitions. 
 
In the popular Netflix series Homeland, the main character Carrie suffers from Bipolar Disorder. When 
she goes off her meds she displays many of the below symptoms.   

 
 
Her cure, is to get back on her meds. Use more lithium. 
 
Certain sell-side analysts have repeatedly demonstrated bi-polar symptoms like those highlighted above, 
which every quarter or so infect lithium equity markets. They themselves could use lithium meds. And to 
join the bull chorus that everyone would be happier if they use more lithium. And understand it is in 
tight supply with high prices.  And that lithium equities should follow high lithium prices, as Commodity 
101 teaches us. 
 

Who reading this will have the foresight to Be Greedy When Others Are Fearful?  
 

 
 



 
2017’s Lithium Value Trade entered 2018 as a Lithium Momentum Trade, which in three short weeks 
reversed itself with a Tom Petty-like:  
 

Breakdown: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G1cm0QJ9MSo 
 

It’s alright if you love me, it’s alright if you don’t 
I’m not afraid of you running away, I get the feeling you won’t 

 
Volatility is not a surprise, but the velocity of the volatility on the up and downside is quite staggering. 
Quants, Algorithms, Robots have infected and exacerbated market swings which continue to create 
significant mis-pricings. 
 
But as Joe Six Pack is back at Schwab, TD and E-Trade… 
 

https://t.co/uEnSXbe63t 
 
…and Celebrity Millennial Financial Advisors talk about buying dips and automated dollar-cost averaging 
strategies… 

 
 
…we will continue to see strong equity inflows seeking growth and aggressive growth. Broader 
commodities are relatively cheap. As are Emerging Markets. Lithium equities will benefit from this 
macro dynamic as well as the super-bullish micro Energy Storage thematic. 
 
My friend Isuru Seneviratne of Radiant Value Management shared on LinkedIn this insightful reminder 
about how serious China’s anti-pollution drive is:  
 

http://blogs.platts.com/2018/02/01/beijing-locks-sights-green-dividend/#more-27172 
 

“… it is Beijing’s headlong rush into EVs that is perhaps its most ambitious policy and, in particular, its 

development of electric heavy-duty vehicles...China does not take small steps. The city of Shenzhen was on 

target to have completely electrified its city bus fleet of more than 14,000 by the end of last year. The number 

of e-HDVs in China is now estimated at around 500,000, mainly buses, while the rest of the world counts theirs 

in the hundreds. These e-HDVs displace over twice as much road transport fuel as the entire world fleet of light 

duty EVs, which now numbers more than 3 million…China seems to be taking the same path as it did for its 

solar industry. Build volume at huge cost on the back of a subsidized domestic market and then release that 

overcapacity on to the world market. Then, as prices fall, rationalize, write off debt and consolidate what it 

hopes will be a significant share of the world car market, based on electricity rather than oil…” 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G1cm0QJ9MSo
https://t.co/uEnSXbe63t
http://blogs.platts.com/2018/02/01/beijing-locks-sights-green-dividend/#more-27172


 
The velocity of Grid Energy Storage Demand, on top of EV Energy Storage Demand is not well 
understood. The scale is staggering. Tesla’s Hornsdale project in South Australia – built in just 3 months 
and Aliso Canyon in the USA.  338 Gigawatt hours of capacity are currently being built by 2026, a nearly 
10-fold increase from 2014.  And every day there’s more – Nissan announced this morning $9B in EV 
investment for 2M vehicles by 2022. 
 
Also not well understood is that supply timing continues to surprise on the downside. A recipe for 
continued tight markets. And high lithium chemicals prices. If you read nothing else, read and re-read 
the following from Thought Leaders Benchmark Minerals: 

 
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/4bff972445c3d36015be2ef8e/files/380d505d-8981-4785-94a1-

02e74adfc516/Lithium_Research_Note_Jan_18.pdf 
 

“Global average lithium price to rise” 
Hug @benchmarkmin. Don’t Benchmark Hug 

 
It was a privilege to spend time and hear an exclusive presentation from Simon Moores and Andrew 
Miller last week at the Piedmont Lithium site visit. 
 
 

 
 
 

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/4bff972445c3d36015be2ef8e/files/380d505d-8981-4785-94a1-02e74adfc516/Lithium_Research_Note_Jan_18.pdf
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/4bff972445c3d36015be2ef8e/files/380d505d-8981-4785-94a1-02e74adfc516/Lithium_Research_Note_Jan_18.pdf
https://twitter.com/benchmarkmin


 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 
Rational, Human Intelligence – active stock picking -- will eventually prevail over the Artificial 
Intelligence sort.  As will US retail speculators, who I’ve been meeting with regularly and are quite 
receptive when they hear the SAT-like formulation:  Lithium is to EV what Gasoline is to ICE. Lithium-
fueled Electric Power.  A story far more easy to penetrate than the bitcoin they’ve been buying and the 
weed stocks they’ve been inhaling. 
 
It’s really as simple as Barron’s said last week: 
 

https://www.barrons.com/articles/lithium-and-cobalt-getting-a-jolt-from-batteries-
1517020153?mg=prod/accounts-barrons 

 

 
Recall Orocobre’s 23% short position taking the stock down to $2.5 nine short months ago?  It’s nearly 
tripled since.  I believe we can see something similar by the end of this year with some of the most 
beaten up Emerging Producers. But immediate-term, day-to-day trading will be like: 

 
The Who: Another Tricky Day 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhuLhcbY_08 
 

You can't always get it 
When you really want it 

You can't always get it at all 
We all get it in the end 

(Just gotta get used to it) 
We go down and we come up again 

(Just gotta get used to it) 
You irritate me my friend 

(This is no social crisis) 
This is you having fun 

(No crisis) 
This is no social crisis 

Just another tricky day for you 

https://www.barrons.com/articles/lithium-and-cobalt-getting-a-jolt-from-batteries-1517020153?mg=prod/accounts-barrons
https://www.barrons.com/articles/lithium-and-cobalt-getting-a-jolt-from-batteries-1517020153?mg=prod/accounts-barrons
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhuLhcbY_08


 
Reminder: Unicorn Math: For example, Altura 

 
Altura is set to produce in a few short months and expects to be at full 200,000+ tons of spodumene 
production run rate by year end.   
 
Altura’s floor/ceiling price mechanism with off-take partners at $550/$950/ton spodumene provide 
more predictable cash flows, assuming the company executes near their $250/ton Feasibility Study cash 
cost. More predictable cash flows usually result in higher multiples than those with more volatile cash 
flows.  
 
EBITDA for full year 2019 could be greater than $150M with 48-66% EBITDA margins.  Current 6% 
spodumene sales ~US$ 1,000/t. 
 
Altura’s valuation has fallen to ~USD 500M and $600M EV. Currently trading at only 4X 2019 forecasted 
EV/EBITDA.   

 

 
EBITDA margin 48% 62% 64% 65% 66% 

 
Altura’s off-take partners 

 
J&R Optimum Nano: 15-20% Market Share of China Battery Market 

 

 



 
Led Zeppelin III:  Lithium Americas NYSE Debut - The Great “Booby” Prize?! 

 

 

Timing is often everything, and, what a shame Lithium Americas’ one-month delay to NYSE listing 
resulted in a debut coincident with bombshell news from Royalty King CORFO/SQM in Chile. A 40%+ fall 
in two short months from late November peak through Jan 31th seems crazy exaggerated considering 
this news incentivizes and is very positive for SQM's higher margin growth drivers with LAC’s flagship 
Joint Venture at Cauchari in Argentina and Kidman’s Joint Venture at Mt. Holland in Australia. Yes, LAC 
also provided slightly delayed guidance from 2H 2019 first production to 2020, but in an industry in 
which supply delays are far more the norm than the exception, I still consider LAC very much "on time," 
and far ahead any other new, bottom-end-of-the-cost curve brine supply from the Lithium Triangle. 

Australian investors have been the quickest to understand the great news from Chile, as viewed through 
Mr. Market’s rightful strong support for KDR, which has recouped all its knee-jerk sell-off, while LAC still 
struggles to find a bid despite being now open to the orders of magnitude larger USA institution and 
retail base who won’t/can’t/don't know how to touch a stock unless it’s on a major US exchange.  

Lithium equity markets persistently mis-price absolute and relative value – it is the land of 
the Inefficient Market Hypothesis. But they don’t stay inefficient forever, and can turnaround on the 
upside as quickly as the downside as they did last fall across the sector with LAC atop the best 
performing Emerging Producers in 2017. 

Congratulations to CORFO’s Eduardo Bitran who continues his Victory Lap interview at the Financial 
Times and elsewhere. He has single-handedly wiped a few billion off the collective public lithium equity 
market valuations, which include those Chilean pension funds he often mentions which hold what he 
treats not so much as a Smooth Operator, but as a regulated utility, SQM. 

Led Zeppelin III was less popular than the spectacular success of Led Zep I & II, which I wrote extensively 
about in November and rings even more true today: 

Click here: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/led-zeppelin-ii-thank-you-howard-klein/ 

The NYSE listing was the last of Led Zeppelin Americas II major milestones for 2017. I feel today we are 
in LAC’s Led Zeppelin III period. Strong medium-term outlook, but short on obvious near-term catalysts. 
Awaiting Lithium Nevada PFS by the summer – a lifetime away, given how lithium equity markets 
behave – while Cauchari advances in Argentina and we seek some clarity from SQM in four weeks time 
on their March 1 Q4 earnings conference call. 

LAC’s USD 10+ GARP (Growth at a Reasonable Price) valuation is now again USD 6.30 Value/Deep Value. 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/led-zeppelin-ii-thank-you-howard-klein/


 
I believe 2018 will indeed be a year of M&A/Consolidation, and suspect there are those who might 
wonder if LAC is a good target. Alternatively, might LAC invest or partner with earlier stage juniors, 
considering its other strong partnerships with Ganfeng and Bangchak? 

Immigration 

A fairly sensitive topic in America today. We’ve lately been less welcoming, even for “merit-based” 
migration, such as TSX to NYSE. 

Sidebar: Could it be LAC’s performance on NYSE that is sowing doubt for Saudi Arabia’s 
ARAMCO’s Stock Exchange selection? 

I advised LAC and its predecessor Western Lithium for eight years to pursue a USA listing. I’ve called it 
repeatedly The Great Prize. Highly differentiated and scarce, compared to ASX or TSX-listed lithium 
developers. Pure-play lithium exposure for USA investors. I’m sticking to my strong support of this logic, 
and encourage other lithium companies to do the same, despite LAC’s Damp Squib debut which feels 
very much like a Booby Prize. 

I end this segment with the opening song to Led Zeppelin III. Not a cheerful song, but one which 
perfectly captures the late January 2018 LAC mood: 

 
Immigrant Song 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eHkjPCGXKQ 
 

We come from the land of the ice and snow (Canada) 
From the midnight sun where the hot springs flow… 

How soft your fields so green 
Can whisper tales of gore… 

So now you'd better stop and rebuild all your ruins 
For peace and trust can win the day despite of all your losing 

I very much look forward to Led Zeppelin IV - Zoso - which evolves from Black Dog on Side One Song One 
to climactic epic Stairway to Heaven by Side One, Song Four. I expect it to be released in a few months, if 
not sooner. 

Meantime, for those LAC shareholders for which Robert Plant’s: 

“Ah-aa aaaaaaaaaah, ah! Ah-aa aaaaaaaaaah, ah!!!” 

is today still ringing in your ears, I note that Immigrant Song is only a short 2.5 minutes and is 
immediately followed by a mellower Friends and more upbeat Celebration Day. 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eHkjPCGXKQ
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